Frequently used plateletpheresis techniques result in variable target yields and platelet recruitment of donors.
Standard plateletpheresis techniques and effects on platelet (PLT) donors were investigated to provide an informative basis for advancement of apheresis software. Three paired groups with 33 male and 22 female blood donors were prospectively investigated by analyzing blood counts of donors and products. Four apheresis platforms, the COBE Spectra LRS and the Trima v4 (Gambro BCT) and the AS.TEC204 and the COM.TEC (Fresenius Hemocare), were compared. Deviations of the collected from programmed PLT targets and donor PLT recruitment were calculated for single-unit PLT concentrates (SU-PCs; 3 x 10(11) PLTs) and double-unit PLT concentrates (DU-PCs; 6 x 10(11) PLTs). Regarding SU-PCs, the productivity of the COM.TEC machine was superior to the AS.TEC204 machine, because of shorter processing time (54 min vs. 67 min) and higher yields (2.90 x 10(11) PLTs vs. 2.75 x 10(11) PLTs). Compared to the Spectra machine, the Trima v4 machine showed higher collection efficiencies (CEs) and shorter processing time and complied better with the programmed target (SU-PCs, 3.24 x 10(11) PLTs vs. 3.70 x 10(11) PLTs; DU-PCs, 6.87 x 10(11) PLTs vs. 7.56 x 10(11) PLTs). Harvests of the Spectra machine (DU-PCs) exceeded the target by 40 percent, which resulted in high PLT loss for donors. A longer processing time resulted in some higher CEs (SU-PCs, 53%; DU-PCs, 58%), which could contribute to this result. PLT recruitment compensated PLT loss to some extent. The major finding was that the newer devices (COM.TEC and Trima) gave more predictable yields than the older devices (AS.TEC204 and Spectra) and resulted in lower PLT deficit. PLT software should be improved to minimize relevant variations of collected yields regarding the programmed target.